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Only two particle
physics experiments
have published five individual papers in a single
issue of the highly reputed journal Physical Review
Letters (PRL). Both are B factories. SLAC’s BABAR
and the Belle experiment at KEK achieved this
remarkable milestone—Belle in 2003, BABAR in the
July 22 issue.
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“The articles span the full array of physics—from
searches for exotic particles to the world’s best
measurement of CP violation,” said BABAR
spokesperson David MacFarlane (UCSD). “That
reflects the breadth of physics we can address with
the B Factory data set.”

Mining for Scientific
Insight
By Heather Rock Woods
Chris Kim (Chapman University) has struck a
scientific gold mine of information—and has
applied it to real mercury mines to determine
which mines are most toxic and need to be cleaned
up first.
Kim and his colleagues James Rytuba (U.S.
Geological Survey) and Gordon Brown (Stanford)
have developed a sensitive xray spectroscopy
technique at SSRL which uses extended xray
absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS).
See whole story...

See whole story...

Meet John
Cornuelle

International Conference
Returns to Stanford

By Linda Dushane White

By Monica Bobra

This is the first article in a
series to introduce staff to the
SLAC senior management
team.

The 27th annual
FreeElectron Laser
Conference (FEL2005) will take place at the
Arrilaga Alumni Center on the Stanford University
campus August 2126, drawing over 250 scientists
and students from Europe, Japan, Korea and the
United States. FEL2005 will focus on the scientific,
technological and user aspects of freeelectron
lasers. The conference will bring together the

Among the new faces in the Director’s Office in
recent weeks is John Cornuelle, Chief Operating
Officer (COO). The Operations Directorate is one of
four new Directorates created by Laboratory
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reorganization.

world’s experts in freeelectron laser theory and
experiment.
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Director's Corner
By Jonathan Dorfan
Thank you all for coming to the All Hands talks last week. I enjoyed the opportunity to describe the
direction that SLAC will be moving in the next few years. I hope the presentation conveyed my personal
excitement, commitment and enthusiasm for the wonderful new scientific opportunities that lie ahead.
Never before have we had the opportunity of making historic contributions over such a wide range of
scientific disciplines. I greatly appreciate the very positive email responses that I received after the
talks.
As I discussed in my April 6th All Hands talk, we have a very exciting
future. The breadth of the science we are doing is expanding, as are the
distinct entities that provide us with financial support. Within the DOE
Office of Science, the most striking change will be the very large increase
in funding coming from the Basic Energy Sciences (BES) directorate. The
High Energy Physics (HEP) funding will continue to be very substantial,
but linac operations will increasingly be carried by the BES budget until,
in 2009, BES will fully fund linac operations. In addition to DOE, we
anticipate that the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) will continue to fund major
activities at SLAC. I am hopeful that, in addition, we will develop
partnerships with the National Science Foundation (NSF).
The development of the Ultra Fast Science Center and the Kavli Institute
means we will be sharing more support, such as personnel and other
activities, with Stanford University. This includes the application of major
gifts to the support of science at SLAC. We are also developing new
partnerships with commercial companies, seeking opportunities for
technology codevelopment.

Jonathan Dorfan, Director
(Photo by Diana Rogers)

We need to put the next few years of transition on a sound business basis
by striving to achieve the ‘best in class’ business practices at SLAC. If we can indeed achieve that, we
will all benefit in many ways. This June, toward that goal, I commissioned a working group, the
Business Improvement and Transition Team (BITT), to explore business and related systems at SLAC.
The BITT will develop a broad array of recommendations addressing financial and administrative topics
during the transition years and beyond. I have challenged them to seek methods that streamline the
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way we do business, while retaining clear lines of responsibility and accountability. Clearly, there are
some changes that are relatively urgent, like financials, that will need to be operational for the
beginning of FY06. Other tasks will take longer. The BITT is expected to complete their agenda in time
for FY07.
The BITT members are Stephanie Carlson (SSRL), Charlotte Chang (RD), Mimi Chang (BSD), Dave
Dungan (SSRL)—chair, Chris Foundoulis (OPS), Wendy Sisson (LCLS) and Bob Strohecker (BSD), with
Frank Topper (BSD) providing facilitation services. They have a challenging task and I ask you to
provide them with your full support.
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The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is managed by Stanford University for the US Department of Energy
Last update Wednesday August 31, 2005 by Topher White
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Only two particle
physics
experiments have
published five
individual papers
in a single issue of
the highly reputed
journal Physical
Review Letters
(PRL). Both are B
factories. SLAC’s
(Image by Michael Hyde)
BABAR and the
Belle experiment at KEK achieved this remarkable milestone—Belle in 2003, BABAR in the July
22 issue.
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“The articles span the full array of physics—from searches for exotic particles to the world’s
best measurement of CP violation,” said BABAR spokesperson David MacFarlane (UCSD). “That
reflects the breadth of physics we can address with the B Factory data set.”
Stanford University professor Pat Burchat first discovered the uncommonly high number of
BABAR papers in PRL and quickly notified the rest of the 600 BABAR collaborators via
Hypernews, an internal newsgroup that serves as one of the main communication
mechanisms among BABAR scientists.
They produce some four papers a month to PRL and Physical Review D, both journals of the
American Physical Society. To submit a paper in such journals, the analysis involved must go
through a rigorous internal assessment managed by a Publications Board.
It all starts during the final phase an analysis, when the authors produce a detailed internal
document describing the work, as well as a draft of the journal article. Both the internal note
and the draft paper are reviewed by other BABAR scientists who are active within the same
Analysis Working Group. Once it passes this stage, the document is handed over to a Review
Committee, which also reviews the analysis and critiques the paper. Finally, the analysis and
the paper are made available for a collaborationwide review. Comments from international
collaborators in all parts the world are provided to the authors via Hypernews along with
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author responses. After a final review by the Publications Board, the paper is sent off to the
journal—which conducts its own rigorous critique, through thirdparty referees. It can take
months, or in some cases as much as a year, before experimental results materialize in
paper form within a physics journal.
All five PRL papers underwent this arduous process, designed to produce clear and coherent
papers. “We’re very pleased to have achieved this unique milestone,” said MacFarlane.
“Five papers from one experiment in a single issue of PRL is quite a feat,” says Persis Drell,
Director of Particle and Particle Astrophysics at SLAC. “BABAR has been steadily producing an
average of a paper a week for the last two years. That illustrates the tremendous scientific
productivity of the collaboration. Getting five papers in one issue takes a little luck as well!”
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Mining for Scientific Insight
By Heather Rock Woods
Chris Kim (Chapman University) has struck a scientific
gold mine of information—and has applied it to real
mercury mines to determine which mines are most toxic
and need to be cleaned up first.
Kim and his colleagues James Rytuba (U.S. Geological
Survey) and Gordon Brown (Stanford) have developed a
sensitive xray spectroscopy technique at SSRL which uses
extended xray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
(EXAFS). The technique identifies the types of mercury
compounds present and quantifies the proportions of the
different compounds in samples collected from mercury
mines and gold mining regions of California and Nevada.
Chris Kim collects a mine waste sample
The type, or species, of mercury compound dictates its
from the Oat Hill mercury mine in Northern
toxicity and solubility in water.
California. The majority of mercury mine
wastes at these sites are present as loose,
The silvery substance that once filled every thermometer
unconsolidated piles, facilitating the
is one of the most strictly regulated pollutants in the
transport of mercurybearing material
country. California has the second largest mercury
downstream into local watersheds. (Photo
deposits in the world. During the Gold Rush,miners
courtesy of Christopher Kim, Chapman
extracted mercury from new mines, many in the San Jose
University)
vicinity, in order to use the metal to separate gold from
gold ore. As a result, California watersheds got a double dose of mercury contamination: around the
mercury mine sites and in the Sierra Nevada mountains where prospectors introduced mercury into the
surrounding environment to get to the gold.
Mercury continues to leach from the mine sites into waterways that flow to the Bay and the ocean.
Mercury can cause terrible health problems; it is a neurotoxin that accumulates and concentrates in
animal tissues as it moves up the food chain. That is why large fish can contain levels of mercury
dangerous to people.
“I wanted to go right to the source, to the mercury mines,” Kim said.
The researchers collected hundreds of samples from some 25 mines. They dug into mining waste piles,
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fished sediments out of steam beds, and shoveled crushed mercurycontaining ore, a strawberry red
color, into a giant sieving machine that sorts the rocks by size.
Their technique, borrowed from methods used for other metals, allows researchers to just drop their
samples, intact and unaltered, into the xray beam. They don’t need to chemically treat, heat or
crystallize their mercury compounds, allowing a more accurate analysis of the samples in conditions
similar to field conditions.
Their findings showed that to find the most dangerous sources of mercury, it is important to consider
the geologic origin of the rock, the size of the mercurycontaining rocks, and the ‘roasting’ effect.
The bright red ore, called cinnabar, contains mercury sulfide, which is less soluble in water, and thus
less likely to contaminate watersheds and living creatures. Miners crushed the ore and roasted it at 600
degrees to extract the mercury. The leftover ore, called metacinnabar, is slightly more soluble than the
unroasted ore.
A significant difference in toxicity stems from the type of rock the mercury comes in, the geological
source. Deposits formed in nearsurface hot springs have a larger proportion of mercury chloride
compounds—very soluble and thus a higher potential for contamination—than those found in silica
carbonate alteration rocks, which are located at greater depths in the earth.
“Hot spring deposits of mercury are less common in number but more important to clean up,” said Kim.
“If you have two sites with the same mercury concentration, we now know you would go for the one
with hot spring deposits to clean up first.”
Another important factor in contamination is the size of the mercury particles. The researchers found
that smaller particles have higher concentrations of mercury. Smaller particles have higher surface area
and travel farther from their source, which increases the distribution of mercury, but release may be
slow because the smaller particles also tend to contain the lesssoluble mercury sulfide.
“Our goal is to explain to agencies responsible for regulation and cleanup that the speciation of the
mercury—what types and proportions—is a pretty important factor to take into account to get a
sophisticated sense of what the problem is at each site and how serious it is.”

The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is managed by Stanford University for the US Department of Energy
Last update Wednesday August 10, 2005 by Topher White
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Meet John Cornuelle
By Linda Dushane White
This is the first article in a series to introduce staff to the SLAC
senior management team.
Among the new faces in the Director’s Office in recent weeks is
John Cornuelle, Chief Operating Officer (COO). The Operations
Directorate is one of four new Directorates created by
Laboratory Director Jonathan Dorfan as part of the recent
reorganization.
In his new role as COO, Cornuelle will be a part of the Lab’s
senior management team with John Galayda (Director of LCLS
Construction), Persis Drell (Director of Particle and Particle
Astrophysics) and Keith Hodgson (Director of Photon Science).
"Many things are new for me," said Cornuelle. "Working as a
team with my peers, and then the four of us working with
Jonathan, not to mention much of the staff and functions of the
new Operations directorate."
The new Operations Directorate comprises 14 divisions and
groups covering Lab functions from computing to safety to
metrology to publications. "I need to get to know everyone,
what their successes are, and where they need assistance to
John Cornuelle, Chief Operating Officer
make things better," said Cornuelle. "This ‘flat’ organization
(Photo by Diana Rogers)
tends to force me to do that. I also have a background goal of
trying to build an organization that works with me being less involved in daytoday decisionmaking
and problemsolving, by empowering managers in this Directorate."

W.W. Grainger Joins
Forces with Burgoon
Company

It will take time for those who make up the new organization to learn how to work together most
effectively with themselves and with the other groups on the site. Cornuelle explains, "The job of my
group is to work with everyone else to make the site a success. What we need to determine is where
we can best contribute, where our efforts can benefit from some enhancement, and where we may be
missing the boat entirely. We will then try to work within the budget we have to do a better job."

SLAC Emergency
Hotline Number

Right now the most critical priority on the site, said Cornuelle, is the success of the Linac Coherent Light
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Source (LCLS), a BES project, with the B Factory right on its heels. "Both represent major customers for
the support we need to provide. But in addition to these just about everyone on the site uses the
services of our group, and we cannot afford to shortchange anyone in this process." A major project
which affects everyone at SLAC is safety, now under the umbrella of the Integrated Safety Management
System (ISMS).
Open Door Policy
In terms of management style, Cornuelle maintains an open door policy. This is something that he
wants everyone to be aware of. "Anyone who wants can just stop by and talk to me. I believe in that."
If there is one theme to highlight, it is the breadth and depth of the skills and the competencies of the
people in the Operations Directorate. "It will take a bit of time for me to get my hands around all of it.
At this point that is the most challenging part of the job. I have some management skills and experience
that will help a little, but understanding what everyone is doing and the impact and the importance of
our activities—that is going to take a while. I would like to ask everybody’s forbearance while I try to
assimilate all of this."
Another area Cornuelle is working to learn about in depth is SLAC’s central relationship with the DOE.
"The DOE is what we refer to as our prime external stakeholder, meaning they are interested in our
success but also need to ensure that we are spending their money effectively. A lot of information goes
back and forth. Learning about this takes a lot of time and specialized knowledge, which fortuitously our
group already has," he said. Cornuelle said it is essential to him as well to remember that the
taxpayer’s money which funds SLAC must be spent wisely and well.
Blending Science and Management
With a BA in Physics from Yale and an MBA from CarnegieMellon University, Cornuelle combines
scientific and management skills. But he says he is not a scientist working as a manager. Instead, he
said, "I’m a manager that works in scientific or technical areas. I understand just enough of what our
scientists are talking about, but I cannot do the work myself. I was always interested in science, since I
was very young, astronomy especially," he said.
Cornuelle brings 30 years of private sector management experience to his role, in production and
manufacturing management and in operations management. In 1999 he came to SLAC where he worked
on R&D for the Next Linear Collider (NLC). By 2004, Cornuelle was an Assistant Director for the
Technical Division where he helped Ewan Paterson (TD) manage the departments providing SLAC’s
mechanical support.
Born in San Diego and raised in Hawaii, Cornuelle calls himself a manygeneration Californian. He said,
"It was nice growing up in Hawaii. Back then, Hawaii was still primarily an agricultural economy, more
of a sleepy, idyllic place. I moved back to California in 1970."
Often asked about the pronunciation of his last name, Cornuelle joked: "I can’t even pronounce it the
right way. It’s pronounced differently here than in France." Here in the U.S., it is ‘Cornell’ as in Cornell
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When Greg Leyh (ESD) asked for approval to design a Marxtype solidstate modulator, SLAC was in the
thick of the NLC program and was cranking up the 8pack test facility. However, a Marx modulator
based on IGBT technology seemed a strong possibility to replace the solidstate modulator developed for
the NLC 8pack—a shortpulse machine using a novel coaxial transformer to achieve 500 kilovolts (kV).
Technical Division R&D funds supported this development, and this effort started apart from mainstream
NLC R&D about three years ago.
Why, then, was this development important
enough to commit special Technical Division
R&D funds? While incorporating solidstate
IGBT technology exploited for the NLC 8
Pack modulator, it would be much smaller,
could avoid the complex magnet system and
could also be significantly less expensive to
build—very important for an instrument with
the price tag associated with the linear
collider. There were plenty of challenges,
chief of which were very rapid switching
and compensating for voltage droop when
the modulator fires.
Development started and Leyh, with Piotr
Blum (ESD) providing mechanical design
and technical assistance, built and tested an
18 kV, 550 ampere (A) Marx Cell. The
project status was reported at the 2004
European Particle Accelerator Conference.

The first test cell for the ILC Marx Modulator designed by Greg
Leyh and built by Greg Leyh and Piotr Blum
(Photo courtesy of Ray Larsen)

The ICFA decision to use superconducting LBand cavities for the ILC (August 2004) came while plans
were in process to build a 30cell unit to drive two 75 kW klystrons.
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What then of the Marx Modulator? The parameters for a superconducting rf system are very different
from those for the warm NLC. With the same nimbleness of the whole NLC team in transition to an ILC
R&D plan, Leyh assessed the new parameters and determined that we could indeed build a Marx
modulator that would work. This would also have at least one additional large advantage at the lower
voltage of 120 kV—no need for oil cooling. Leyh also projected higher modulator efficiency (~98 percent
vs. ~60 percent for the 8Pack design) and lower switching losses.
The biggest challenge was the much longer pulse length—now 1.6 milliseconds (ms)—with a good flat
top. This is an issue because the energy storage capacitors in the Marx will have significant ‘voltage
droop’ at long pulse lengths. To solve this problem, Leyh designed a novel compensation scheme in
which a few of the cells (large, multistage IGBT boards) are dedicated to pumping additional charge in
short ramps across the long pulse to keep the pulse top flat (±0.5 percent). Other output parameters
are 120 kV at 23 kilojoules per pulse (23 kJ is about the energy of a 20 mm cannon shell) delivered to
the klystrons at 5 pulses per second. The klystrons convert these 120 kV pulses into 10 megawatts
(MW) of peak rf power for the accelerating structures.
Compare this with NLC parameters of 500 kV delivering 440 joules (equivalent to a .38 caliber pistol)
over a 1.6 microsecond (µs) time, at a rate of 120 pulses per second—a much higher voltage and
current and a much shorter, faster pulse. This was a huge change.
The current design includes a 16cell modulator in which 10 cells are active and 4 cells are used to
compensate for voltage droop in the output pulse. In actuality, only 14 of the cells are used and two act
as spares. This allows up to two active cells to fail and the two on standby take over without impeding
operation. In a machine such as the ILC with 576 modulatordriven klystrons, minimizing failure and
maximizing both reliability and availability is crucial to successful operation. The modulator is
completely modular so that failed cells can be replaced while the modulator is still operating, using
either a remote handoperated machine or by an overhead robotic service platform. This, too, increases
availability.
So far the greatest effort has gone into designing the 12 kV IGBT switch, since it has the greatest
technical risk. The first prototype cell has been completed and tested successfully. A 6cell ‘short stack’
is well toward completion and will be tested by the end of the year.
Gerry Dugan, U.S. Deputy Director of the ILC Global Design Effort says, “Successful development of this
Marx Modulator should be considered the SLAC ILC team’s first priority.”
Industry Involvement
While the SLAC ILC Power Conversion group has made great progress, interest in the Marx modulator
has been stimulated in the broader HEP community. This led to three DOE Office of Science Small
Business Innovation Rewards (SBIRs) for Marx Modulator work. Diversified Technologies of Bedford, MA
is now working on a Marx modulator with parameters similar to the SLAC device but with very different
packaging. ISA Corporation of Dublin, CA has proposed development of a similar Marx modulator that
might also be used as an economic alternative in the radiation processing of materials and in food
irradiation. Stangenes Industries of Palo Alto is also beginning work on a solidstate ILC Marx
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modulator, with other applications being cargo inspection devices and medical accelerators.
For more information on Marx Bank, see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marx_generator
NLC design: http://wwwgroup.slac.stanford.edu/esd/PESC04_Paper.pdf
ILC design: http://wwwgroup.slac.stanford.edu/esd/PPC2005Paper.pdf
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A Marx Modulator is an electrical circuit
designed to generate a high voltage
impulse. In accelerators, a modulator
stores AC power and converts it to a DC
pulse for klystrons. This is achieved by
charging a stack with a number (N) of
capacitors in parallel to a given voltage (V),
then quickly switching to a series
configuration, adding the voltages to
generate an output (N times V).
For the SLAC ILC klystron modulator, 10
capacitors are charged to 12 (kV) in
parallel, then switched using Integrated
Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT) into a
series stack to generate 120 kV peak
voltage at 140 A. IGBTs are very fast solid
state switches used first for switching
trains. Key elements to success are the
selection of capacitor type and droop
compensation during discharge. The circuit
shown here indicates the basic elements of
the modulator.

Mechanical illustration of a 16cell Marx Modulator for ILC.

For more information on Marx Bank, see:
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The completely modular assembly is composed of cells shown
above. Each cell is replaceable robotically or with a remotely
operated hand manipulator.
(Images by Greg Leyh)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marx_generator
NLC design: http://wwwgroup.slac.stanford.edu/esd/PESC04_Paper.pdf
ILC design: http://wwwgroup.slac.stanford.edu/esd/PPC2005Paper.pdf

The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is managed by Stanford University for the US Department of Energy
Last update Friday August 05, 2005 by Topher White
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School is Back in Session!

In this issue:

Have you been thinking about taking some college classes or changing your career? If you
are going back to school, this is a good time to enroll in a couple of classes.

FRONT PAGE
FEATURES

The SLAC Academic/Career Counseling Center is here to help you get started. Explore
education resources and opportunities to advance in your career here at SLAC. See:
http:www2.slac.stanford.edu/career/
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For more information or to schedule and appointment, contact: Pauline Wethington (Ext 4559,
Lean@slac.stanford.edu)
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Marguerite Shuttle Schedule Changes Effective
August 1
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The following changes to the Marguerite shuttle are being made:

Director's Corner

Lines A, B and C and the SLAC line will operate until 8:30 p.m. (extended from 8:00), Monday
through Friday. Extending the service will allow employees and students to meet the 8:16 p.m.
and 8:20 p.m. Caltrain departures and later bus services.

High Five for BABAR
Mining for Scientific
Insight

Discontinuation of the Line A service to the California Avenue Caltrain station due to a reduced
level of train frequency (California Avenue will now be served by the new Line C route).

Meet John Cornuelle
Marx Modulators are a
Potential Major
Benefit to ILC

Discontinuation of the Line C service to the Varsity and Track House parking lots (due to very low
ridership). The line will be rerouted to serve the California Avenue Caltrain station every 30
minutes.

What is a Marx
Modulator?
ANNOUNCEMENTS &
UPDATES

For more information and the new Marguerite schedule, see: http://transportation.stanford.edu
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Fiscal YearEnd Procurement Dates

FRONT PAGE

Please consider the following dates and dollar amounts if you are planning to submit a requisition that
needs to be delivered and accepted before the end of FY05 (September 30, 2005).

FEATURES

Requisitions must be entered into PeopleSoft on or before these dates:

Director's Corner
High Five for BABAR

Friday, August 19
Requisitions for $101,000 and over

Mining for Scientific
Insight

Friday, September 2
Requisitions for $25,000  $100,000

Meet John Cornuelle

Thursday, September 15
Requisitions for less than $25,000

Marx Modulators are a
Potential Major
Benefit to ILC
What is a Marx
Modulator?

Any purchase requisitions entered into PeopleSoft after these dates will be processed with a delivery
date of October 1 or later.
Contact: Janet Adams, Purchasing Office, Ext. 8515, jadams@slac.stanford.edu
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Credit Cardholders and Approving Officials
The last purchase card transactions posting to FY05 costs will be those on MasterCard statements for the
cycle closing on September 7. Reconciled statements are due in Accounting, MS 9, no later than
Thursday, September 22.
Accounting will restrict editing access to PVSNet on Monday, September 26. At that time no further edits
to electronic data can be made at the cardholder level. Transactions posting from September 8 forward
will be costed against FY06.
If it is imperative that your late August and September purchases post to FY05 costs, consider placing
your orders through the PSoft requisition system instead of using your purchase card. Materials/Supplies
ordered through the purchase requisition system and received by September 30 will be included in FY05
costs.
Contact: Gail Gudahl, Purchasing Office, Ext. 4563, gudahl@slac.stanford.edu
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W.W. Grainger Joins Forces with Burgoon Company
The W.W. Grainger Company, a principal supplier of maintenance, repair and operations products for
SLAC, has partnered with Burgoon Company, a small, womanowned company. This partnership will also
help SLAC meet its socioeconomic goals set by the DOE.
What Changes Should We Expect?
Basically, there are no procedural changes for users www.grainger.com. Current users will not need to
reregister. You may use the same login and password you have been using.
All orders placed through the Grainger online ordering system will be processed through the Burgoon
Company office. We will receive the same price and service we obtained with Grainger.
Benefits to Purchase Card Holders
Purchase card holders are encouraged to register to use the www.grainger.com online ordering system
as well. The benefits are speed and convenience when placing orders via the web and no credit card
reconciliation process. A summary bill will be sent electronically twice a month.
For assistance with registration on the Grainger online ordering system, please contact the Grainger
Account Manager, Kim Wickstrum, at (650)3336146 or Jasmine Rogers (PUR) at Ext. 4336.
Contact: Bob Todaro, Procurement Officer, Ext. 2425, rocker@slac.stanford.edu
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The SLAC Emergency Hotline Number:
1877447SLAC (7522)
Please make a note of the SLAC Emergency Hotline number. In the event of an emergency, the most
current information about SLAC will be a single phone call away.
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MILESTONES
Service Awards
5 Years
Azevedo, Gloria (PUR), 8/1
Smith, Douglas (SCCS), 8/1
10 Years
Sullivan, Michael (AD), 8/1
Atiles, Henry (MD), 8/1
20 Years
Sebek, James (ASD), 8/13
Vlieks, Arnold (KLY), 8/14
Yotam, Reuben (ASD), 8/12
Retirements
Brenkus, Frank (CEF), 7/1
Odian, Allen (SLD), 7/1
Spiller, Fran (SLUO), 7/5
Deceased
Deremigio, Dominic (formerly ACC), age 91, passed away in May 2005
Kientzler, Al (formerly BSD), age 65, passed away on February 2, 2005
Martin, Howard (formerly ESD), age 86, passed away on May 16, 2005
Tillman, Ed (formerly EFD), age 76, passed away on July 22, 2005

To submit a Milestone, see: http://www.slac.stanford.edu/pubs/tip/milestoneindex.html
See Awards and Honors at: http://www.slac.stanford.edu/slac/award/
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International Conference Returns to Stanford
By Monica Bobra
The 27th annual FreeElectron Laser Conference (FEL2005) will take place at the Arrilaga Alumni Center
on the Stanford University campus August 2126, drawing over 250 scientists and students from Europe,
Japan, Korea and the United States. FEL2005 will focus on the scientific, technological and user aspects
of freeelectron lasers. The conference will bring together the world’s experts in freeelectron laser
theory and experiment.
“If somebody wanted a crash course in the status of this
field, this would be the place to come,” said conference co
chair John Galayda (LCLS). “This is an auspicious time to
return to Stanford—the home of the free electron laser.
Stanford has been the frontline of FEL research and
development in this manyfaceted field.”
The conference is particularly timely for SLAC staff
working on the LCLS, which will house the world’s first freeelectron xray laser—an instrument
scientists are hoping will create opportunities for groundbreaking research in atomic physics, materials
science, plasma physics, biology and chemistry. A key element will be direct interaction between LCLS
project staff, accelerator and synchrotron radiation researchers at both SLAC and Stanford with the
international FEL community and prospective LCLS Users. With many freeelectron laser projects
underway at this time FEL2005 is likely to attract prospective LCLS users.
“This would be a nice way for SLAC engineers to come in contact with people who are wrestling with the
same problems—at a time when we can still learn,” said Galayda. “A year from now, we’ll be building
and learning at our own expense.”
The weeklong conference will focus on recent experimental results, as well as engineering design of
freeelectron lasers. Presenters will also discuss the scientific applications of such lasers. For example,
Phil Bucksbaum (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor) will give a talk entitled ‘What to do with
Femtosecond Pulses?’
Using the 100 femtosecond pulse from the LCLS laser, scientists are hoping to unlock secrets like how
atoms break away from molecules. The pulses act like a strobe light, effectively halting the motion of
atoms within a material. In this manner, scientists are also hoping to snap images of a single molecule,
a goal that captures everybody’s imagination, according to Galayda.

http://www2.slac.stanford.edu/tip/2005/aug5/fel.htm
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In addition to talks, poster sessions and exhibits from commercial manufacturers of freeelectron laser
hardware, the conference chairs will present their annual prize to a noted contributor to the free
electron laser field. Vladimir Litvinenko (BNL) and Hiroyuki Hama (Institute for Molecular Science), who
shared the $3,000 prize last year for research in storage ringbased freeelectron lasers, will deliver the
FEL Prize lectures on the first day of the conference.
For more information, see: http://wwwssrl.slac.stanford.edu/lcls/fel2005/index.php
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The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is managed by Stanford University for the US Department of Energy
Last update Friday August 05, 2005 by Topher White
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Kinney Visits GLAST
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Ann Kinney, Director of the Universe Division in the Science Mission
Directorate at NASA, visited on July 19 for extensive tours of the GLAST
project facilities. Kinney (shown center) is flanked by Elliott Bloom (EK)
and Peter Michelson (Stanford), shown right.
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Annual DOE Golf Challenge
By Ben Smith
The 18th Annual DOE Golf Challenge will be held on Monday, September 12, at Contra Costa Country
Club. Last year 92 golfers (12 from SLAC) divided into five flights had a great time at Roddy Ranch in
Antioch.
The DOE Golf Challenge was started 18 years ago by John Lee from the DOE Office in Oakland. Golfers
from DOE site offices, SLAC, LLNL, LBNL, SNL and BNC get together so we can meet colleagues from
other labs and have a lot of fun. Each lab set up a contact person to help with the running of the
challenge.
We welcome SLACers, Users & Guests. John Lee has picked a great layout to play the Challenge on so
let’s have a great turnout this year. For more information, contact Ben Smith (MD), Ext. 2638. Deadline
to sign up is August 26. Cost is $110, and includes green fee, cart, range balls, prize fund and lunch.
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SLAC Shows Community Spirit
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SLAC Ambassadors (shown left to right) Barbara Mason (HR), Rick
Challman (BSD) and Linda Ahlf (HR), along with Toni Campos (HR)
and Mattie Pace (PC)—not pictured—helped staff a soda booth and
showed SLAC’s community spirit at the annual Connoisseur’s
Marketplace on Santa Cruz Avenue in Menlo Park held July 17. This
was a great local community outreach opportunity with neighbors and
visitors.
(Photo by Nina Stolar)
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